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the Evolution of Cognition
learning mechanisms, Gallistel contrasted the computa-
tional demands of spatial learning with those required
for classical conditioning (Gallistel, 1990; Gallistel and
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Cramer, 1996). Spatial memory gets us from train toPiscataway, New Jersey 08854
home and bedroom to bathroom. It also gets the forag-
ing ant or bee to a food source via exploratory, circuitous
routes but back home by astoundingly direct paths.
Neuroscience, with its multiple levels of investigation Spatial learning involves mapping of the environment
from gene to behavior and mentation, has long searched onto a common geocentric framework. Spatial learning
for a conceptual framework that integrates mechanisms requires computation of egocentric (personal) veloci-
across functional levels. Not surprisingly, no satisfactory ties, distances, and angles, internalization of the geo-
large-scale theory of brain and mind has yetbeen formu- centric directional framework (map), transformation of
lated. At a recent conference, ªEvolution of Brain and egocentric vectors to geocentric vectors, positional up-
Mindº (Human Frontiers Science Program, Strasbourg, dating, and course setting. All of these operations re-
France, November, 1997), the elaboration of an evolu- quire the ant's nervous system to store the value of a
tionary context challenged many traditional views of variable over time. For the ant, the deduced calculations
brain function and suggested novel research strategies. appear to be accomplished in part by dead-reckoning,
Participants reexamined evidence for innate versus which involves summing the successive small changes
learned function, emphasized the unique computational in position to get the final net change in position. When
designs of different brain subsystems, explored the na- the decision is made to head home, the positional values
ture of learning, and described ongoing efforts to model stored in the ªdead-reckoning integratorº are used to
adaptive cognitive systems. navigate the straight run home. While this extended pro-
Cognition and brain function were framed in the con- cedure comprises the obligatory minimal operation set
text of evolutionary constraints. Characterization of for ant navigation, actual mediating mechanisms in the
complex cognitive capacities helped clarify the organi- ant nervous system have yet to be identified.
The foraging bee provides even more direct evidencezation of cognition, the roles of innate and learned func-
that it has remembered the positional coordinates of ation, and the role of natural language in reasoning. Brain
food source for subsequent use. On returning to themechanisms underlying cognition were discussed, in-
hive, the bee performs the famous waggle dance, indi-cluding the cellular and molecular mechanisms of corti-
cating the direction of the food source relative to thecal evolution, the potential originsof plasticity and learn-
sun and the approximate distance of the source froming in evolved gene structure, the emergence of a
the hive (Von Frisch et al.,1960). Bee and ant thus exhibitprimitive theory of mind in primate cortical neurons and
highly specialized computational mechanisms specifi-networks that may contribute to consciousness.
cally adapted to solve spatial learning and memoryDomain Specificity of Cognition
problems.Historically, cognitive psychology hasbeen heavily influ-
Classical conditioning, by contrast, is computationallyenced by the intellectual current of themoment, whether
distinct. How does the brain decide which cues predictturn-of-the century nativist, stressing innate capabili-
an event? Conditioning involves a nonstationary, multi-ties, mid±twentieth century behaviorist, emphasizing
variate time series analysis to determine which stimulienvironmental determination, or late twentieth century
predict which rates of reward (Gallistel, 1990). The analy-connectionist, stressing the primacy of synaptic plastic-
sis is multivariate because there are many possible pre-ity. Eschewing efforts to identify a single process under-
dictors, and experiments indicate that the predictivelying cognition, conference discussions emphasized
power of one stimulus profoundly affects conditioning
that the brain is not an all-purpose cognitive machine,
to other stimuli. The nonstationary aspect complicates
employing a single, common computational strategy.
the problem: relationships in the real world change, as
Reports converged to indicate that multiple, discrete in extinction, for example. Conditioning involves mea-
brain systems employing unique, domain-specific com- suring temporal intervals, counting events, converting
putations have evolved to solve different evolutionary counts and intervals from different contexts into rate
problems. The search for a set of purely associational estimates, and testing for changes in these rate esti-
mechanisms for learning, motivated by the British em- matesÐcomputations strikingly different from those re-
piricist position, may be ill-framed. An association is quired for spatial learning.
simply a signal-conducting connection between ele- Associative theories assumed that the temporal inter-
ments, whether notions, neurons, or nodes in a com- val between CS onset (conditioned stimulus, such as a
puter network. The association occurs, for example, tone) and US onset (unconditioned stimulus, such as
because two units have been active simultaneously food or foot shock) determines the rate of conditioning.
(temporal pairing), or through feedback mechanisms that However, it has been shown that the CS±US interval has
reduce output errors by adjusting associative strengths. no effect on rate, if the US±US interval is adjusted to
Associational theories of learning assume that altered the change in CS±US interval (Gibbon et al., 1977). This
strength of associations is the basic learning mecha- is a clear violation of the associationist account but a
nism, and that the association itself is the memory. straightforward prediction of models inwhich condition-
ing depends on comparing the expected interrewardAs a paradigmatic example of the heterogeneity of
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interval during the CS to the expected interval in its the synapse, for example LTP and LTD, underlie the
absence (Gallistel, 1990). increasingly complex computations identifiable at the
New successful, simple models of conditioning are task domain-specific level? In this view, the adaptations
based on mechanisms that record, store, and manipu- that mediate specialized information acquisition are
late durations of temporal intervals. Gallistel's extensive built upon computational mechanisms common to all
analysis of classical conditioning studies indicates that learning. Identification of these elemental computations
conditioned stimulus±reward relationships are time- and the molecular and cellular mechanisms mediating
scale invariant. When a US is given in the presence of them constitutes a critical research program. Delinea-
background stimuli alone, the animal associates the US tion of combinatorially integrated specialized learning at
with the background, and learning that would have oc- the cell and systems levels becomes a tractable, though
curred on pairing with a conditioned stimulus is blocked formidable, problem.
(Fanselow 1998). The associationist account of this criti- More generally, does the nervous system actually per-
cal phenomenon requires an internal trial clock (Res- form the idealized foregoing computationsÐare there
corla and Wagner, 1972), for which evidence is lacking. actually physical instantiations of the deduced compu-
The interval timing explanation simply assumes that the tations that are theoretically capable of solving the fore-
animal learns the inter-US interval that occurs with back- going learning problems? These questions may now be
ground stimuli alone, and exhibits no response to an- solvable; functional neuroanatomy, whole cell and single
other CS, if the inter-US interval in the presence of CS
channel physiology, targeted gene deletion, and behav-
and background is the same as that for background
ioral studies may begin to explicitly define mechanisms
alone. Thus, the absolute interval from stimulus onset
governing the putative computations involved in many
to reinforcement is irrelevant. It is the ratios between
domain-specific tasks.
expected intervals that are relevant, and these ratios
Mind and Mathematicsare unaffected by temporal rescaling (lengthening or
The evolutionary, domain-specific, cognitive frameworkshortening of all intervals by a common scale factor).
places emphasis on how systems develop, the rolesTimescale invariance is fatal for a simple associative
of innate versus learned function, the role of naturaltemporal pairing of stimulus and reward as a solution
language in cognition, and the unique computationalto classical conditioning.
capacities of different systems. Analysis of mathemati-The computations required to ªsolveº spatial learning
cal reasoning provided a paradigm for examining theseand conditioning are different because the mathematics
issues explicitly and implicitly.of the problem domains are different. Each has a unique
Carey presented persuasive evidence that mathemat-problem structure necessitating different computations.
ical reasoning is present in preverbal infants and pri-Classical conditioning effectively requires the solution
mates and may be innate and not learned (Xu and Carey,of simultaneous equations. In contrast, spatial learning
1996). To examine primates and prelinguistic infants,requires vector transformation in the spatial domain.
Carey used the violation-of-expectancy looking-timeRather than searching for a single associational mecha-
method (Spelke, 1985): subjects reliably look longer atnism that underlies all learning, Gallistel argues for char-
acterizing the mathematics of the problem domain to events that are physically or conceptually impossible
allow definition of the neural computations that were than at events that do not violate natural laws. In one
selected to solve the evolutionary task. The clear impli- experiment with infants as young as 5 months, an object
cation is that very different brain systems, incorporating was retrieved from behind one screen and replaced,
different computational design features, underlie spatial and a second object was retrieved and replaced behind
learning and classical conditioning. a second screen. Nothing passed between the screens.
This raises the question of whether the extensively When the screens were removed, babies reproducibly
studied phenomenon of long-term potentiation (LTP) looked longer at the unexpected result of only a single
may model only certain types of learning and memory. object than at the expected result of two objects. With
In LTP, and by implication, many forms of learning, the appropriate controls and permutations, it is apparent
altered association is a change in synaptic strength, and that infants ªknowº that objects trace spatiotemporally
the underlying molecular cascade is hypothesized to be
continuous paths; the infants possess criteria for indi-
the mechanism mediating multiple memory types. The
viduation of objects and numerical identity. Moreover,
characteristic synaptic associativity, however, may un-
they distinguish ªoneº from ªanotherº and represent
derlie only certain types of memory but not participate
ªsame one.º These numerical representations are avail-in other forms of learning, according to many conferees.
able prelinguistically; they do not depend on language.What are the implications of domain specificity for
This numerosity is apparently not simply based on dis-traditional neuroscientific approaches to learning? One
tinctions between ªmoreº and ªless,º since infants doset of questions concerns the ªlevels of analysisº prob-
not distinguish between nonindividuated masses, suchlem. For example, can the computational alphabet pro-
as large and small piles of sand or quantities of water.vided by the associative, Hebbian synapse constitute a
Infants completely fail numerosity tests with sand pilesbasis for the higher order computational combinations
but exhibit numerical competence when the sand is indi-and permutations required for radically different types
viduated into discrete objects.of learning? Is the contradiction in computational strate-
Analogous experiments in adult macaques indicategies, therefore, more apparent than real? Is it more ap-
distinctions between ªoneº and ªanotherº and represen-propriate instead to envisage a hierarchy of computa-
tional complexity, in which molecular mechanisms at tation of ªsame one.º Apparently, numerosity did not
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emerge evolutionarily as part of the human specializa- According to Singer's hypothesis, consciousness re-
tion for language. Adult primates and 5-month-old in- quires the re-representation of items, such as primary
fants represent the numbers of small collections of ob- sensory features, to attain the level of phenomenal
jects and the numerical relations among them, such as awareness. In Singer's formulation, consciousness re-
two objects plus one object equals 3 objects, or 2 ob- quires the dynamic association of neurons, each encod-
jects minus 1 object equals 1 object, or 3 objects are ing a small subset of features, which as a whole repre-
more than 2 objects. These observations leave open, sent a full feature constellation. The temporary binding
however, the format that nonlinguistic creatures use to of neurons into an ensemble is the representation that
represent such numerical facts. Carey argued that it is reaches awareness through selective attention (Singer
unlikely that human infants' representations of small et al., 1997).
sets of objects contain explicit symbols for integers. The brain, of course, is already known to combine
Rather, they are more likely to resemble the representa- features through an entirely different strategy, the pro-
tions of number in first order logic. Nonetheless, by 5 gressive, serial combination of features in a hierarchical
months of age, the rudiments of mathematical reasoning fashion, leading to increasingly complex representa-
are evident. These observations contradict the view of tions in a small group of neurons. The extreme version of
Quine (1960) and Piaget (1955) that ontological con- this strategy is exemplified by the famous ªgrandmother
structs such as object and number are cultural and de- cellº model, in which the neuron at the top of the hierar-
pend upon mastery of the syntax of natural language. chy presumably recognizes our grandmothers. In fact,
The robust violation-of-expectation method may be cells that recognize whole faces have been identified,
applicable to investigations of the evolution of a number and hierarchical organization is a well-defined feature
of cognitive capacities inboth humans and primates and of visual percept formation (e.g., Hubel and Wiesel,
may be used to examine the issue of domain specificity 1977). The role of ensemble formation, while theoreti-
itself. In principle, the method can be used to compare cally attractive, has yet to be documented.
the developmental profiles of the capacity for spatial Singer's work suggests that ensemble formation oc-
learning, classical conditioning, and numerosity. Differ- curs through synchronous discharge of a neuronal pop-
ences and/or similarities in capability onset and change ulation. Using the visual system as an example, Singer
with age may help define the nature of domain specificity
presented a cogent description of the occurrence and
versus generality of these cognitive abilities. Combina-
advantages of a synchronous discharge strategy. Syn-
tion with newer imaging techniques, including functional
chronization is extremely rapid, allowing an individual
MRI, may help localize participating brain areas.
neuron to participate in one assembly for several milli-
The results of Carey and others indicate that systems
seconds and then switch to another. Second, transmis-
exhibit computational capacities during early infancy,
sion of synchronous discharge does not require tempo-raising the possibility that they are innate. Experience
ral summation. Finally, synchronous input yields outputpresumably builds upon these endowments. The work
with little temporal dispersion, permitting a high fidelityalso raises questions about appropriate computer-
signature of relatedness among neural processing levels.based models of cognition and its development. If differ-
Examination of the roles, if any, of attentional systemsent neural systems express entirely different intrinsic
in synchrony have been initiated only recently. One earlycomputational abilities during development, the use of
study indicates that stimulation of the attentional mes-totally open, neutral, unbiased networks to model brain
encephalic reticular formation enhances stimulus-spe-system development may be misguided. Rather, atten-
cific synchronization in cat visual cortex (Munk et al.,tion should be focused on how a network mimicking
1996). It is unclear, however, whether separate atten-language may differ from that subserving spatial mem-
tional systems are required to be aware of representa-ory or conditioning.
tion in an ensemble.Evolution of Consciousness and a Theory of Mind
As well recognized by Singer, the crux requirementSpatial learning, conditioning, and mathematical rea-
for the synchronous binding model has yet to be fulfilled:soning were presented as evidence for the domain-spe-
evidence for a functional role. The existence of responsecific organization of cognition. Singer used another do-
synchronization is well documented (Singer et al., 1997),main-specific function, visual perception, to approach
although oscillations are frequently absent in appro-the neurobiology of consciousness from an evolutionary
priate areas during perception (Kiper et al., 1996). Onperspective. How is visual percept coherence achieved?
the other hand, synchronization in cat visual cortex, forDo the same cortical mechanisms underly conscious-
example, correlates with perception in interocular rivalryness? Consciousness and related cognitive abilities are
(Fries et al., 1997). Presently, however, there is scantwidely regarded as requisites for socialization and the
evidence, if any, that synchrony actually does bind fea-emergence of culture. Consideration of the elusive sub-
tures into percepts. Simply posed, does perturbation ofject of consciousness necessitates rigorous delineation
correlated discharge actually interfere with perception?of specific phenomena to be examined and equally strict
In one of the few such studies performed, picrotoxin, aexclusion of inappropriate areas. Discussion focused on
GABAA antagonist, was used in honeybees to disruptphenomenal awareness of visual sensation, the ability to
oscillatory synchrony, while leaving firing rates intactreport about internal brain states, and the ability to signal
(Stopfer et al., 1997). Olfactory perception was de-others about these internal states. In contrast, evalua-
ranged: similar odors could no longer be distinguished.tions such as self-awareness and individuality were re-
While subject to several interpretations, and althoughgarded as culturally derived and not presently amenable
to neuroscientific analysis. relying on a single pharmacological agent, the results
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suggest that perception was impaired in the absence remembered. Execution of movements are routinely as-
of synchrony. sociated with predictions of consequences: movements
A number of additional issues bear on the synchrony- have meanings. The meaning of an observed action
binding-perception hypothesis. Gilbert and colleagues arises from matching it with a self-executed action. By
have shown that neurons of similar visual orientation in similarly representing others' movement and one's own,
different cortical columns exhibit correlated firing (Ts'o mirror neurons can attribute meaning to motor activity
et al., 1986). Consequently, the principles of synchrony of others. This attribution of a psychology to another's
may be defined by architecture and connectivity leading motor behavior represents a primitive theory of mind.
to binding and not by external stimuli per se. At the very These observations indicate that the neuronal appara-
least, it has proven difficult to disentangle the contribu- tus potentially underlying a theory of mind is available
tions of circuits and stimuli. In other experiments, this for analysis of mechanism and for manipulation. Al-
group has demonstrated that distributed visual cells though the primate system functions in the absence of
respond to salient discontinuous contours by increasing language, the proximity to, or even identity with, Broca's
firing rates, not synchrony, and that firing rate, not corre- speech area in humans raises provocative questions
lated firing, can account for perception (Ts'o et al., 1986; regarding the relationship of the observation-matching
Ts'o and Gilbert, 1988). Finally, a number of experiments system to the evolution of communication and language
have failed to associate synchrony with appropriate per- itself (Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998).
ceptual tasks (Fahle and Koch, 1995; Kiper et al., 1996). Mechanisms of Cortical Evolution
The ongoing debates in this fertile area are part of a One of the goals of the meeting was to explore the
larger context concerning the role of temporal codes in structural substrates for the evolution of cognitive ca-
cognition. How much information is actually encoded in pacities. How did the brain evolve to subserve these
the temporal pattern of firing of individual neurons and specialized functions? Krubitzer focused onmammalian
their populations? It has been estimated, for example, cortex, noting commonalities and the evolved differ-
that only 20% of the useful information is incorporated ences that may underlie cognitive functions (Krubitzer,
in temporal patterns and 80% in rate codes (Abbott et 1995). All mammalian cortices are divided into multiple
al., 1996). In this sense, Singer's work bears upon larger, functional subunitsexhibiting common sensory stimulus
well-recognized issues concerning how information is preferences; the subunits are characterized by unique
represented in the nervous system. connections and distinct cytoarchitectonics.
The evolution of phenomenal awareness allowed the Organizational differences among functionally related
evolution of another critical cognitive capacity, the ap- cortices are also apparent. For example, the location,
preciation that others also possess consciousness. A size, and shape of cortical fields change across species.
ªtheory of mindº constitutes the seminal insight that Adaptation to specialized lifestyles, often consisting of
others are also endowed with a psychology of motiva- modified peripheral receptor/effector morphology, isac-
tions, plans, actions, and reactions. This knowledge companied by striking alterations in cortical organiza-
shapes primate socialization, alters the nature of com- tion. The arboreal squirrel, for example, which relies
munication with others, and forms a basis for the emer- heavily on vision, devotes half the cortical surface to
gence of culture, including the competitive dynamics of visual processing; visual subdivisions are both larger
social interactions, that characterize human affairs. and more numerous, and somatosensory and auditory
What systems underlie a ªtheory of mindº? Rizzolatti cortex is reduced (Kaas et al., 1989). In contrast, terres-
and colleagues have been performing single unit re- trial hamsters, mice, and rats exhibit marked reduction
cordings in a region of area F5 in the ventral premotor in their relatively simple visual cortices (Wagor et al.,
cortex of macaques. Based on common gross architec-
1980), with markedly expanded somatosensory cortex
tural features, cytoarchitectonics, connectivity to com-
(Chapin and Lin, 1984). Approximately half of this large
mon cortical areas, and roles in voluntary motor actions,
field is dedicated to the vibrissae barrel system, which
the region is a potential homolog of Broca's language
is central to the lifestyle of mouse and rat. Alterationsarea in humans (Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998). Individual
of cortical representation with lifestyle reaches an ex-neurons in this area respond only when the monkey is
treme in the nocturnal, burrowing, star-nosed mole. Thegrasping with the hand. The responses are reproducible,
mole has evolved a highly specialized nose with numer-do not habituate, and depend on grasping itself, not on
ous extensions that explore the environment and cap-the anticipation of food or other artifacts. Remarkably,
ture prey. Nose representation is vastly expanded in thethe monkey's neurons also respond when the human
neocortex, while cortex devoted to visual and auditorykeeper is observed to grasp an object with his hand.
processing is radically reduced (Catania and Kaas,Consequently, these ªmirror neuronsº represent both
1995).motor actions of the monkey and actions of other indi-
Unique aspects of primate cortical evolution poten-viduals.
tially hold the structural keys to emergence of cognitiveWhat ongoing functions do the mirror neurons serve
capacities. While primate cortex shares primary visual,for the monkey, and how does this lead to a theory of
somatosensory, and auditory areas with other mamma-mind? Rizzolatti suggests that the neurons play roles in
lian forms, critical differences appear. There is a strikingªunderstanding motor eventsº (Rizzolatti et al., 1996).
increase in total cortical surface, and the extent andMirror neurons recognize specific actions of others and
number of cortical fields increases dramatically. Whilemap them onto self-generated actions. Motor activity
precise quantitation is not available, there is a markedalters the individual's relation to the outside world, and
these consequences are monitored by the senses and increase in cortical space that is dedicated to primary
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sensory or motor processing. The addition of new corti- Evolution and Plasticity
cal fields and thalamic nuclei may confer a marked in- While natural selection of stable species traits is recog-
crease in potentially interconnected nodes and pro- nized as a central evolutionary mechanism, phenotypic
cessing capacity (Herrick, 1926). These expanded areas adaptability (plasticity) during an individual lifetime has
are potentially available to assume new functions involv- not been fully explored. Indeed, plasticity, the rapid and
ing processing of complex features, re-representation, (sometimes) reversible change of structure and function
and cognition. Though speculative, the expanded corti- in an individual organism, isoften regardedas nonherita-
cal areas may be available for connection to new affer- ble and qualitatively distinct from evolutionary change.
ents and targets, leading to nonprimary, associative pro- Plasticity at many levels of brain function underlies
cessing functions. learning. Black indicated that plasticity based on se-
These potentially ªnewº areas may have served as lected gene structure is a heritable adaptation to a cen-
evolutionary ªpreadaptations,º which were then se- tral evolutionary problem, the ability to respond rapidly
lected for cognitive functions by environmental pres- to changing environmental demands. A critical distinc-
sures. Preadaptation involves the use of a structure for tion must be drawn between the evolved, innate mecha-
a new function. For example, the swim bladder of fish nisms that provide a capacity for plasticity and the con-
evolved into the lung, just as fins were transformed for sequent functional changes, which, of course, are not
use as limbs. It is speculated that the expanded cortical heritable themselves. Evolved gene structure mediates
areas in primates constitute a preadaptation available experience-dependent change in brain structure and
for cognitive function. function. Plastic mechanisms illustrate the integral rela-
Whatmechanisms are available to generate new corti- tionship of genes, evolution, and cognition.
cal areas evolutionarily? Rakic described the genesis of Plasticity isparticularly salient for the nervous system,
cortical neurons in the embryonic germinal zone, adja- which processes environmental and internal informa-
cent to the ventricles. Asymmetric division of cortical tion, coordinates appropriate responses, and learns and
precursor cells in the ventricular zone yields one daugh- remembers, thereby increasing the probability of sur-
ter cell that remains in place and one postmitotic cell vival and reproduction. Common molecular mechanisms
that migrates. The migrating cell courses along a guiding were shown to regulate developmental competition with
radial glial fiber toward the developing cortical surface. selective neuronal survival and synaptic plasticity oc-
Cells generated by subsequent asymmetric divisions of
curring throughout life. Trophic (survival) molecules,
the same precursor migrate along the same pathway,
such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), gov-
assuming progessively more superficial positions in the
ern both developmental selective neuron survival and
developing cortical sheet. Consequently, neurons of a
experience-driven adaptations of synaptic strength.
developing cortical column are derived from the same
BDNF enhances the survival of basal forebrain choliner-
lineage and location in the germinal zone. This ªradial
gic neurons (Friedman et al., 1993), substantia nigraunit hypothesis,º now widely accepted, explains the for-
dopaminergic neurons (Hyman et al., 1991), and periph-mation of cortical columns and the relationship of cells
eral sensory neurons (Lindsay et al., 1985). Recently,within a column (Rakic, 1988).
BDNF has been found to function as a prototypical sig-A second type of cell division, identified by DNA and
nal acutely regulating synaptic plasticity; the evolvedretroviral tracer studies, may underlie evolutionary expan-
structure and function of its gene illustrate evolutionarysion of the cortex. Symmetric division, which yields two
genomic mechanisms mediating experience-dependentprecursor cells, predominates before gestational day 40
plasticity.in the monkey and day 42 in the human. The precursors
BDNF has been implicated as a critical synaptic mes-spread horizontally in the germinal zone, forming founder
sage in LTP, a model of learning and memory. Evidencecells for individual columns to be generated by subse-
indicates that BDNF increases synaptic strength throughquent asymmetric division (Rakic, 1995). Rakic hypothe-
both presynaptic and postsynaptic mechanisms: it in-sizes that this well-documented initial symmetric divi-
creases presynaptic transmitter release (Lohof et al.,sion, with lateralspread of proliferative units, determines
1993; Kang and Schuman, 1995) and also enhancesthe size of the cortical sheet, and constitutes a mecha-
postsynaptic responsiveness (Levine et al., 1995), re-nism of cortical expansion. Ongoing studies are now
sulting in synaptic strengthening between hippocampalsearching for genes that control the number of symmet-
neurons. Targeted deletion of the BDNF gene impairsric divisions and the survival of symmetric daughter
LTP, and addition of the factor reverses thedeficit (Kortecells, which regulate the final size of the cortical sheet.
et al., 1995; Patterson et al., 1996). Consequently, thisIn initial studies, Rakic and colleagues have found
critical survival factor plays a key role in plasticity. BDNFthat cell death plays a critical role regulating the extent
gene expression also changes dramatically during de-of symmetric proliferation. Focusing on genetically de-
velopment, seizures, hypoxia, and hypoglycemia, in atermined cell death, apoptosis, they have studied the
region-specific manner. What genomic mechanisms un-pro-apoptotic gene, CPP32 (caspase 3, the mammalian
derly this striking plasticity?equivalent of the nematode killer gene Ced3). Targeted
BDNF gene structure has evolved to acutely responddeletion of the CPP32 gene in mice reduced cell death
to environmental signals. The BDNF gene consists ofin the ventricular zone, increased precursor number,
four 59 exons linked to different promoters and one 39and led to expansion of the cortical surface area and
exon (Metsis et al., 1993; Timmusk et al., 1993). Duringdevelopment of convolutions (Kuida et al., 1996). These
transcription, one of the four 59 exons is spliced to the 39initial studies provide models for heritable mechanisms
exon that contains the entire, biologically active codingpotentially underlying cortical evolution through the ac-
tion of apoptotic and anti-apoptotic genes. region. The BDNF promoters are differentially regulated
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by different transmitters, resulting in environmentally survival, and alternative models are subject to selection
and progressive adaptation. Systems thus adapt in thecontrolled, selective expression of exon-specific forms
of BDNF in different brain regions (Timmusk et al., 1993). absence of central direction.
Agents act according to rules that may be regardedNeuronal activity and glutamate itself markedly increase
BDNF gene expression in hippocampal neurons (Gall as competing hypotheses that are strengthened or
weakened based on rewards derived from the environ-and Isackson, 1989; Zafra et al., 1991; Elliott et al., 1994).
In sum, the structure and function of the BDNF gene ment: IF a small flying object enters the frog's visual
field, THEN capture and swallow. Rules are composedresults in activity-dependent expression; BDNF enhances
synaptic strength and participates in the induction of of building blocks, each of which is subject to competi-
tion and selection. Rules that increase fitness lead toLTP. Transcription of specific forms of BDNF is thereby
acutely regulated by environmental signalsduring devel- successful agents and are passed to the next genera-
tion. Genetic crossing over and mutation of buildingopmental selection as well as plasticity. More generally,
plasticity as well as stable species phenotypes are built blocks produce offspring that differ from parents, allow-
ing new rules to be tested. Fitness is determined byinto heritable genomic structure, allowing natural selec-
tion of plastic as well as stable characters. strength of the overall rules and context.
Using these principles, Holland (1995) has developedEvolution of Evolutionary Models
Perhaps in nosphere is the need for modeling and theory a class of adaptive system models, termed Echo, in
which fitness of an agent to reproduce depends on ac-more pressing than in cognitive evolution. What are the
rules governing evolution, and what is the nature of quisition of enough environmental resources. In com-
puter simulations, simple agents interact and, over mul-adaptation and learning? How do systems develop orga-
nization, diversity, and novelty? How do systems, and tiple generations, evolve and specialize, leading to
diverse, highly organized systems. Single agents pro-their elements, cooperate, compete, aggregate, and dis-
solve? How does complexity arise, and how is coher- duce offspring that adhere to the parent, forming primi-
tive colonies. Exterior or interior agents in the colonyence maintained in the face of ongoing change? Three
related modeling approaches have addressed these interact with different environments and specialize. Ex-
ternal agents specialize in offense and defense; internalquestions: ªclassicalº artificial intelligence (AI), paral-
lel distributed processing (PDP; ªconnectionismº), and agents specialize in resource transformation. Diversity
and organization thereby develop. Agent differentiationgenetic algorithms. In AI, knowledge is stored in static
representations, cognition involves finding and operating may alter adhesiveness: agents may be expelled, form-
ing new colonies, which collect resources efficientlyupon the representations, and the goal of learning is
the formulation of rules that capture generalizations. In enough to spread, replicate, and compete with the origi-
nal colony. New possibilities arise for colony differentia-contrast, PDP is characterized not by the storage of
explicit representations but by the storage of connection tion. Simple agents and rules, random mutations, and
selective pressures allow Echo to adapt, anticipate, andstrengths among the system's units, which allow recre-
ation of the pattern through activation. Genetic algo- learn.
In a second approach, Dennett described the use ofrithms use simple building blocks to develop complex
behaviors through generations undergoing selective a computer-generated robot and genetic algorithms to
explicitly analyze the evolution of human cognition. Den-pressure; complex systems with complex behaviors
emerge over time. nett described the humanoid, computer-generated ro-
bot, Cog, developed by Brooks and colleagues at MITDiscussions incorporated elements of all three ap-
proaches. In one pioneering approach, principles gov- (Dennett, 1994; Brooks, 1997). Cog is life-sized, with two
eyes with foveal regions, two arms, no legs, two ears,erning complex adaptative systems have been identified
to develop computer simulations, such as ªEchoº (Hol- touch-sensitive skin, and a pain system. Cog's nervous
system is organized on the basis of domain-specificland, 1995; see below).
Adaptive systems consist of agents, active elements, learning, based on 128 Mac 2s running in parallel. In-
tersystem communication, if it is to occur, must evolvewhose behavior is determined by a collection of rules.
A major effort in modeling has been devoted to identi- during infancy and is not provided externally. Genetic
algorithms are provided for the task-related systems infying the stimuli, responses, and rules, since these de-
termine agent strategy and behavior. Through adapta- the absence of any central processing module. Both
Cog and theenterprise he represents are in their infancy.tion, an agent uses experience to progressively better
fit itself to the environment. In a system, a major part Some Prospects
Though the conference on the evolution of brain andof the environment consists of other adaptive agents,
so that to survive and replicate, any agent must adapt mind was predictably wide-ranging, a number of themes
emerged, placing open questions in bold relief. Brainto others.
Sophisticated agents use internal models for anticipa- systems evolveddistinct computational strategies at the
cognitive level, though a common underlying moleculartion and prediction. Agents detect patterns in the envi-
ronment, which change agent structure, the model that and cellular alphabet may be identified. Domain speci-
ficity is largely innate, and not explicitly learned, at leastanticipates the consequences of encountering that pat-
tern again. Based on these models, the agent changes in constructing models of the physical world and in
mathematical reasoning, which does not require lan-its behavior. Models are not restricted to complex sys-
tems; the single-celled bacterium navigates up a chemi- guage or culture. The genomic basis for adaptation,
plasticity, and learning is identifiable in evolved genecal gradient, implicitly predicting that food lies in that
direction. An accurate model enhances the probability of structure, which allows the environment to alter brain
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Elliott, R.C., Inturrisi, C.E., Black, I.B., and Dreyfus, C.F. (1994). Anstructure and function. One possible framework for a
improved method detects differential NGF and BDNF gene expres-neurobiology of consciousness was formulated, and
sion in response to depolarization in cultured hippocampal neurons.
one potential mechanism underlying the evolution of a Mol. Brain Res. 26, 81±88.
theory of mind was identified. Molecular and cellular Fahle, M., and Koch, C. (1995). Spatial displacement, but not tempo-
mechanisms potentially underlying cortical evolution ral asynchrony, destroys figural binding. Vision Res. 35, 491±494.
were described. Finally, modeling efforts have begun to Fanselow, M.S. (1998). Pavlovian conditioning, negative feedback,
define principles governing the evolution of adaptive and blocking: mechanisms that regulate association formation. Neu-
ron 20, 625±627.systems and primitive learning, and ongoing computer
Friedman, W.J., IbaÂ nÄ ez, C.F., HallboÈ oÈ k, F., Persson, H., Cain, L.D.,simulations are exploring the evolution of cognition.
Dreyfus, C.F., and Black, I.B. (1993). Differential actions of neuro-While evolutionary psychology may offer novel in-
trophins in the locus coeruleus and basal forebrain. Exp. Neurol.
sights into mind and brain function (see Barkow et al., 119, 72±78.
1995, for and overview; see Pinker, 1994, for a specific Fries, P., Roelfsema, P.R., Engel, A.K., KoÈ nig, P., and Singer, W.
application; and see Deacon, 1997, for alternative inter- (1997). Synchronization of oscillatory responses in visual cortex cor-
pretations), pressing general and specific questions re- relates with perception in interocular rivalry. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
USA 94, 12699±12704.quire attention. How precisely does the concept of do-
Gall, C.M., and Isackson, P.J. (1989). Limbic seizures increase neu-main specificity influence our understanding of brain
ronal production of messenger RNA for nerve growth factor. Scienceorganization? Is ªdomain specificityº a property of well-
245, 758±761.defined neural subsystemsand combinationsthereof, or
Gallistel, C.R. (1990). The Organization of Learning (Cambridge, MA:is it based on different organizational principles formerly
Bradford Books/MIT Press).
opaque to neuroscience? How do we optimize strate-
Gallistel, C.R., and Cramer, A.E. (1996). Computations on metric
gies to elucidate domain-specific ontogeny, a prime ve- maps in mammals: getting oriented andchoosing a multi-destination
hicle for evolution? How do rules governing the selection route. J. Exp. Biol. 199, 211±217.
of plasticity compare to those regulating selection of Gibbon, J., Baldock, M.D., Locurto, C.M., Gold, L., and Terrace, H.S.
(1977). Trial and intertrial durations in autoshaping. J. Exp. Psychol.stable structures, and how do answers guide the study
Anim. Behav. Process. 3, 264±284.of learning and memory? To model cognition, is the
Herrick, C.J. (1926). Brains of Rats and Men: a Survey of the Originopen, domain-neutral character of ªconnectionismº or
and Biological Significance of the Cerebral Cortex (Chicago: Univer-the computer simulation of evolving adaptive systems,
sity of Chicago Press).
with its myriad assumptions, remotely relevant to natural
Holland, J.H. (1995). Hidden Order: How Adaptation Builds Com-
brain and mind? Is evolutionary psychology, with em- plexity (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley).
phasis on cognitive domain specificity, simply articulat- Hubel, D.H., and Wiesel, T.N. (1977). Functional architecture of ma-
ing problems at a level of analysis that will prove reduc- caque monkey visual cortex. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B Biol. Sci. 198,
1±59.ible to the standard solutions of present neuroscience?
Hyman, C., Hofer, M., Barde, Y.-A., Juhasz, M., Yancopoulos, G.D.,The conference forcefully emphasized the strategic im-
Squinto, S.P., and Lindsay, R.M. (1991). BDNF is a neurotrophicportance of synthesizing insights from cognitive sci-
factor for dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra. Nature 350,ence, neuroscience, evolution, and modeling in ap-
230±232.
proaching the problem of human cognition.
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